
Luvyle Comes Up With Attractive Discounts
For First Time Buyers And Bulk Purchases

Bulk purchases on women’s wear will fetch in more benefits for buyers as the store is all set to provide

exciting offers and discounts.

HONG KONG, CHINA, May 21, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- With an aim to boost the spirit of its

loyal and returning shoppers and to encourage new ones to join its valued clientele list, Luvyle, a

leading ecommerce fashion store, recently started to offer huge discounts and offers to first-

time buyers along with those who make bulk purchases. Going by the claims of the owners, the

cheap cute clothes score well in terms of quality and cuts. Hence, the company is placing high

hopes on the upcoming sales.

Women styles have undergone massive changes in all these years, owing to which the designers

who have collaborated with this much reputed site had to think of experimenting with new

looks. “There is a strong need to make a fashion statement wearing such great clothes. A smart

choice will reap in benefits aplenty in terms of catering to one’s satisfaction, and also not hurting

the financial zone. Ladies can highlight the best of their body features wearing our clothes, since

those have always resonated with what they usually look for,” said one of the chief

spokespersons for the company.

The e-store is currently offering an array of items under the bulk purchases and first time

discounts, including cute T shirts, fashionable dresses in asymmetrical cuts, floral, printed and

striped blouses d also bottom wear. Once the selection is done, customers can visit their

shopping cart and just before they process the total amount, the discounts will be applicable

likewise, depending on the number of purchases and exceeding a certain amount, as specified

by the company.

The CEO of Luvyle who was present in the press meet few days back said, “It has not been an

easy ride for us, especially with the online market now flooded with competitors. But we thank

our loyal customers and this is just an act to express our gratitude towards them. Also, for the

first-time customers, there must be some pull factor, which would draw them to our store and

vest the belief that we are dependable as a unit. So, we’re assuring good discounts on the overall

purchases that they would make.”

About the Company

Luvyle is a popular online retail outlet that boasts of high-quality fashion items at cost-effective

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.luvyle.com/
https://www.luvyle.com/t-shirts-c-113.html


rates.

To know more, visit https://www.luvyle.com/
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